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About This Game

Nobophobia is an atmospheric 3D horror, where you have to find a way out of the mysterious labyrinth of rooms and corridors.
You can try to run away from here, but "They" will not allow it. You hear Their voices, but while the light is shining, there is

still hope. But what if the light goes out? The voices become intolerable. Their whisper in your head screams "Die!" Only a solid
spirit can resist all the horrors of this place, and get out to the light. Your flashlight is your best friend and you must collect

batteries to keep lighting your way. Some doors are locked, so find the key cards and open them! Remember, if you are left in
the dark, you will be lost, and you will forever remain in darkness.
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This is Life is Strange.
Not Life-Is-Full-Of-Forced-Political-Correctness-and-Forced-Cultural-Diversity-and-teen-angst.

Y'all just throwing together some cliche adventure theme with little to no creativity there.

I rarely give bad reviews. But this one has my full disapproval because of the rampant political and cultural commentary.
. This is actually a really fun game at first, when you are first upgrading and manipulating your ship. You can make missile
boats, blaster-based ships, you get option drones to fire when you shoot, and so on. Mining is actually somewhat interesting to
fool around with early on.

It, however, gets repetitive, starting with mining, and then upgrading, and finally the combat. The final ship components cause
all end-game ships to look the same, and the final boss has a stupid mechanic which requires you to either have a way more
responsive ship than the game gives you, or to angle a shot in a way that gives you a generally unsatisfying win because you
didn't do the high-agility maneuvers that it feels like you should do. It caps the game off with not even allowing you to have a
solid victory in the final "cutscene."

Overall, a good 75% of a game marred by an overly repetitive final zone. If you don't mind this, and the late 90s graphics, go
ahead and get it! It's actually pretty fun, reminiscent of Asteroids with an upgradeable ship and uh, better graphics, though still a
far cry from anything you'd call "modern.". This game is Awesome. Probably the most polished VR game I've played. I
thoroughly enjoyed the Story Mode, the voice acting was great, the atmosphere is good, the loading music is good, the ending
theme is great. My only negative criticism is that the level design is confusing. it's often unclear where you are supposed to go,
or what you are supposed to do. you are often crawling through vent systems or looking through every single cubicle for a Key
card or something, this is something that the developers could take note on, because everything else about this game is brilliant..
I had a lot of trouble deciding weather or not I should recommend this.

The game started out alright, it has a great atmosphere, some puzzles that are going to keep your mind occupied (or frustrated,
depending how good you are at solving puzzles in general) and some backstory that keeps unfolding as you keep going.

On my 1st play through I didn't have much issues, except for a couple weird glitches that ended up working on my favor. If
you're not going for completing absolutely everything it can be finished rather quick. If you want to solve every one then you
might run into a big headache with a couple of them  (looking at you Criptex safe).

It was on my 2nd play through (achievement run) where things started going downhill. One particular achievement seemed
bugged and the only way to solve that was to reinstalling the game. Sure, it served me to finish the rest of them but that
annoyance left a really bitter taste.

The most annoying one was that you can't go into your Steam overlay to quickly reply to a message while you're zoomed in,
sometimes it completely bugs the game out and you can't move, forcing you to restart. I kept forgetting about this bug a lot and
restarting the game definitely kills the atmosphere or the mood to keep playing since it can reset if you were in the middle of a
puzzle.

You can be luckier than me and running into no bugs and might enjoy the game, if you're unlucky then you might be trapped in
a buggy mess unable to move on unless you restart constantly and\/or restart the game.

Even purchasing with a discount I think I would've rather not getting it had I know it was going to annoy me that much. So it's
up to you of weather or not you want to give it a chance to try the story (IMO, it's interesting but not mindblowing).. I played
this game because it was free. At first I liked it just point and click to shoot.Don't touch the zombies. Simple concept. The fact
everything was slow was annoying but did not kill the game. Then the update came. It made the guy faster,reloading faster and
the zombies faster. How much faster? Blink and you die. The game is now broken. Before the update I could make to floor 7 or
8. After the update I barely make it past floor 3. Why? The ony shot you can make is a headshot. The Zombies heads are tiny.
The weapons do low damage and everything moves the speed of light. The dlc's are the same story. I did like the Music though
but it gets repitive and the GameBoy graphics gives it a nice retro feel. It brings back my own memories of playing games on the
gameboy. Why is this game so broken? Why is this game crap? Is winning even possible? Should I destroy my gameboy? Should
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I burn down a forrest?. I enjoyed this one. The game has a nice balance of unease and shooting fun. Short, but very replayable,
if only to entertain friends. A VR game for $3, not bad.

A short video showing game play.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/profiles\/76561198292434898\/videos\/. i started on hd see this on steam though id try a earlyer
1 not a good idea this feels horrid, floaty and tracks just arnt fun. my top indie game

10\/10 <3
. I love new prisons! Only one downside to this prision is the name of it in my opinoin. The other prisions have cool names but
this one doesn't sadly. But I do need help from escaping it Ihave everything for the multiplayer escape but no one to open the
doors :(.

Please help me just by joining me when i am online in some afternoons and open the doors.

Other than that awsome game.

Oh Team 17 make alot more prisons please to keep alive!
P.S I don't care how long the prison take to make just try and finish them as fast as you can!!!! :)
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Awesome game!!!. Yeah, I couldn't resist buying this at full price but if I wanted to follow the Ravenhearst story-arc, I needed
it.

In MCF: Madame Fate, after freeing Emma's spirit from Ravenhearst, Madame Fate contacted you as she saw her own demise
in her crystal ball - she needs you to find who among her employees wants her dead....

And you'll ask me: why is it tied to Ravenhearst? Because the storyline has a huge twist at the end, that will make you go back to
Ravenhearst Manor in the fifth installement of the series.

You're now visiting a fair, along with people: you'll have a number of items to find in order to access to the future of the
employees (doomed, doomed and doomed.... anyway). Each scene contains also beyond objects items (changing appearances)
that will unlock special places where you can gain time - mainly if you're in the normal mode where you have a timer.

When visiting an employee, you'll have a puzzle of words to solve, each time different in the thematic. Then, there, you'll have
to find specific items (5 clubs, 10 moons, 15 jelly beans, etc...).

And when you want to reveal their fate, well, you'll have a puzzle to solve - an elaborate one as sometimes, it's hard to see what
to do.

As you understand, Madame Fate, while being in the first era of hidden objects games, has a tendancy to orient itself towards
modern "hidden objects" games: beyond objects, puzzles, and hidden objects scenes in a scene.

However, I felt the game being long for a simple reason: you have many employees to check AND some objects are so well
hidden that you'll need a magnifying lens to see them. Also, as the game is in English only, I had an hard time for the puzzle
words (I don't know all the fruit in English or even the feelings) and for some items, like a dolly, where I was searching for a
doll when it was something else (a tool used to carry boxes or crates). So in other words, Madame Fate isn't opened to everyone,
at least on Steam. If you want a multilanguage game, you need to find it elsewhere or in retail.

Madame Fate's ambiance, however, is between cynism and dark humor. It's perhaps less creepy than Ravenhearst, the previous
game, but there is still evil lurking around and the fair Madame Fate owned isn't the most joyful in the world.

Anyway, it's still a good game, a good moment to pass just to know the fate of the employees and who wants to kill her. I spent
10 bucks that I'm not regretting, however, you should prefer a discount on it, that will perhaps happen one day, as Ravenhearst
and Return to Ravenhearst were during this sale!. Arvale is quite a fun adventure that has me hooked! This old-school RPG
takes me back to my Final Fantasy on SNES days. Yet it's a fresh take on the genre, with plenty of hilarious dialogue, and an
almost graphic adventure-like treatment throughout. Duncan has something witty or random to say for just about every object or
character you come across.

So far the story moves along nicely and keeps me wanting to find out what Duncan will remember next. The battle mechanics
are a throwback to the old Final Fantasy system - not overly complicated and easy to use. I enjoy that. I find the battle difficulty
strikes a good balance. It can be challenging, but never ridiculous and so far I haven't been subjected to any prolonged amount
of leveling-up just to clear a dungeon of boss.

The graphics are great - exactly what I'd expect for a 16-bit era game. The soundtrack is phenomenal and catchy. Just like an FF
game, it beautifully sets the tone for the all places you visit. Play controls can be with the mouse or keyboard. Overall, I'm very
happy with it - excuse me, gotta play some more!. It's as if Dungoen Warfare and GemCraft had a secret love child that
dissapointed everyone.

In trying to live up to what both families wanted, it fails at being either.. FUN BUT NEEDS MORE CONTENT. ALSO,
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE 1ST. It's still a bit buggy, barely tolerable, but the in-game visuals make it up for those bugs.. A
decent 2D platformer with a cool idea of limiting jumps.
Though it is damaged by maths taking over obstacles in the game in the form of "puzzles"

If you like maths then you'll love this game but I simply do not
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/rlcKQhbRFIs. I purchased the bundle in which this game comes first in terms of publishing date, and I tried
my level best to play it through, but ultimately this game is too old to be playable. The content is fun and engaging, if a bit
tedious (not using a walk-through is NOT an option unless you enjoy spending hours bumping through the same five rooms
trying to find the one scrap of evidence you're missing...) even including the quiz structure. But this game was designed to be
played fullscreen on a square display and nothing I've tried has allowed me to run it in windowed mode (no native option, does
not support adding "-w" or "-windowed" to the file path, Steam options, etc) the aspect ratio renders it unplayable. There comes
a point in the game in which you must be "stealthy" and it is simply impossible because nothing can be done about the clipping
that comes from playing it on a now-standard wide screen display.
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